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 The Beautiful, Deserving, Intelligent, and Positive Woman: Marriage as Duty - nkurz ====== javajosh I didn't get to the part
about not being able to commit or be committed, but as a 33-year-old woman in a relationship, there is something about being
married that makes things more difficult. In particular, when you are in a relationship with someone, you can say "I'm too old
for this" without having to believe it. But when you are married, you cannot say "I'm too old for this" to your husband. You'll

look at him as if he's a child (or worse, a stranger), because how can you let him down? Yet how can he let you down? How can
you perform a duty of any sort if you have no commitment, no sense of permanence? You can't be a martyr, either. Sure,

marriage is a duty, but there are other duties you can be a martyr for. You can support your partner, your children, your parent,
the nation, the church, or your leader. A martyr must believe they are doing right, and be sufficiently noble to believe that the
good they do will outweigh any possible "loss" they may suffer for their dedication. But that's not what marriage is, and that's
not how it should be. I've been married to my wonderful, wonderful husband for over ten years, but as much as I love him, I'm

now sure I would have been happier being single. Although our union is wonderful, and my children (ages 14 and 11) are
incredible, I'd be miserable if I had to go through the motions of marriage every day. While my husband is supportive and

understanding, he never really suffers for me and my feelings. I love him and I adore our children, but I can't escape the fact
that I'm not a martyr, and I'm not trapped in some conjugal cage. ------ davidgerard ~~~ Skywing It's definitely not about being
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